
With the new 3M™ Lane Marking Applicator M1, tape application 
couldn’t be easier or faster. An effective solution for marking 
warehouse traffic lanes and hazardous areas, it helps you easily 
apply tapes without crawling around on the floor.

3M Lane Marking Applicator M1 pairs perfectly with 3M™ Safety 
Stripe and Vinyl Tapes, which are a more durable solution for lane  
or hazard marking than other competitive tapes or painting. OSHA 
and ANSI approved, these versatile, abrasion- and wear-resistant 
tapes adhere to a wide variety of surfaces and are simpler to 
remove than paint.

Start striping smarter today and choose 3M. 

The 3M™ Lane Marking Applicator M1 
helps you apply tape quickly and safely.

3M™ Lane Marking Applicator M1



Competitive Safety Stripe Tape
After only 25 abrasion wear cycles, 

the black color is wearing  
away quickly.

3M™ Safety Stripe Tape 5702
After 25 abrasion wear cycles, the 

tape retains its original  
color stripes.

Competitive Safety Stripe Tape
After 1,000 abrasion wear cycles, 

the color black is worn away.

3M™ Safety Stripe Tape 5702
After 1,000 abrasion wear cycles, 

the black color is still visible.

For more than 40 years, 3M™ Safety Stripe 
and Vinyl Tapes have been helping improve 
workplace safety with durable, easy-to-apply,  
easy-to-remove striping.

Product Size Description

3M™ Vinyl Tape 471 2N-4N widths A conformable, colored tape made from vinyl backing with rubber adhesive. 
Ideal for many lane and safety markings, color coding, abrasion protection, 
masking, sealing, splicing and other general purpose applications. Available in: 
Black, Blue, Brown, Green, Orange, Purple, Red, Transparent, White and Yellow.

3M™ Safety Stripe Tape 5700 2N-4N widths A black/white durable vinyl tape used to identify and mark traffic areas 
and physical hazards.

3M™ Safety Stripe Tape 5702 2N-4N widths A black/yellow durable vinyl tape used to identify and mark traffic areas 
and physical hazards.
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Looking for dependable tapes? Rely on 3M for quality and long-lasting products.

https://www.toolsid.com/3m/
https://www.toolsid.com/tapes.html

